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Fast neutrons generated by the interaction between ions and the solar atmosphere are important
observation problems to clarify the ion acceleration mechanism in the Sun, but so far neutrons
have been detected from only 12 X-class solar flares in the highland on the ground due to the
influence of atmospheric absorption. As for observations in space, SEDA-AP at the International
Space Station continued to operate until 2018 and succeeded in neutron detection from 52 solar
flares, but there are currently no dedicated space missions. In order to overcome this situation, we
have been designing and developing 3U CubeSat and novel neutron/gamma-ray sensors since 2018
with the aim of performing satellite observations from outer space. The sensor consists of the
multi-layered plastic scintillator bars readout with Si PM, which is a semiconductor photo-sensor,
and detects fast neutrons from the tracks of ejected protons by elastic scattering. Furthermore, by
placing GAGG scintillator arrays at the bottom, it is designed to be sensitive to gamma-rays based
on the principle of the Compton camera. In this presentation, we will report on the scientific
motivation and the development status of CubeSat and neutron/gamma-ray sensors.
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1. Introduction

It is known that the Sun is one of the origin of cosmic-rays up to 10 GeV (solar cosmic-
rays). Strong solar flares and associated coronal mass ejections (CME) accelerates large amount of
charged particles such as ions and electrons, and they sometimes affect human life on the Earth due
to destruction of satellites and power shortage. Reconnection of magnetic loops [1] is one of the
most important physical processes that release the magnetic energy and accelerate particles, but it
is still unknown how, when and where particles are accelerated in the Sun. Most studies on particle
acceleration mechanism have been performed with electro-magnetic waves such as hard X-rays
and microwaves which is related to electron acceleration. Ion acceleration mechanism is not well
understood in compared to electron acceleration, and can be revealed only through nuclei-excited
gamma-ray lines, e.g. 2.2 MeV line due to neutron capture of hydrogen atoms, in the MeV region,
𝜋0 decay in GeV gamma-rays, and neutrons produced by interaction with solar atmosphere. GeV
gamma-rays were observed and delayed emission probably due to shock acceleration in the CME
was confirmed by Fermi satellite since 2008 [2].

Solar neutrons have been mainly observed from highlands by neutron monitors and telescopes
since 1980’s [3], and there is only 12 detection [4] in associated with X-class solar flares over 40
years since its discovery in 1982 [5]. This is probably because neutron flux is significantly attenuated
by the Earth’s atmosphere and detection sensitivity is not so good due to high background. Space-
based observation has been also made by SEDA-AP on the International Space Station (ISS) [6][7]
and MESSENGER in Mercury orbit [8]. Although the ISS detector is relatively small (100 cm2)
in compared with ground-based detector with a large area of a few 10 𝑚2, it has detected neutrons
from more than 40 solar flares including M-class flares. MESSENGER also detected neutron events
from a few solar flares. However neither mission is active now, and no space mission dedicated to
solar neutrons is planned in near future.

To overcome this situation where there is no dedicated mission in space, we have designed
and developed solar neutron sensors for microsatellite. The satellite we already launched is the
ChubuSat-2 satellite with a 50 kg weight on February 17, 2016, but it has not been successfully
operated in orbit [9]. To recover the Chubusat-2 mission, we have a plan to launch a 3U CubeSat
dedicated for solar neutron observations around 2024 at the next solar maximum [10]. This project
is so-called SOlar Neutron and Gamma-ray Spectroscopy mission (SONGS), and will be the first
specific satellite to observe solar neutrons. In this paper, we describe overview of satellite and
mission instrument, and present several results from blead board model (BBM).

2. SONGS project

2.1 Overview

The SONGS is a 3U CubeSat with a size of 10 cm×10 cm × 34 cm amd a weight of 4 kg. This
project is based on concept design of the 1st Nagoya University CubeSat (NuCube-I), MAGNARO,
lead by engineering school of Nagoya University, which will be launched by the Epsilon rocket next
year. The MAGNARO is formation flight mission between 1U and 2U CubeSats separated in orbit
without any thrusters. The SONGS utilizes the bus system of the 2U satellite and carries a mission
radiation sensor which is sensitive to both neutrons and gamma-rays and its support instruments
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mentioned later. The main scientific goal of the SONGS is to reveal ion acceleration mechanisms
by measuring precise neutron energy spectrum and occurrence timing of the neutron emission for
some solar flares, and the second goal is to inform occurrence of large solar flares to all over the
world as soon as possible from point of view of space weather by detecting soft gamma-rays (100
keV–2 MeV) which proceeds any other emission.

The mission instrument can track cosmic-ray interaction in the three dimensions, and requires
many sensors and signal processing channels (more than 700). This means that they require large
power consumption (4 W) and large data size for downlink (15 Mbyte per day). To satisfy this
criteria, we need deployable solar paddle to keep the sensor active and S-band communication
system to ensure a large bandpath in addition to the MAGNARO bus system. On the other hand,
attitude control stability is not so strict within 10 degrees. The mission requirement to the satellite
bus system is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Mission requirement.

Items Value Requirement to the bus
Weight ∼2 kg
Power ∼4 W Deployable solar paddles

Operation/Storage Temperature −20∼20 / −20∼60 deg. C Radiator etc.
Attitude Sun pointing (within 10 deg.)

Determination accuracy: 1-2 deg. Earth horizon sensor
Data size (Mbyte/day) ∼15 (maximum), ∼1 (compressed) S-band antenna & transceiver

Mission Life More than one year higher altitude than the ISS orbit
Absolute Timing Accuracy 1 sec (1 msec for gamma-rays) PPS signals in GPS

Others Protection of solar optical-UV light

3. Solar Neutron and Gamma-ray Spectrometer

The design of the SONGS mission instrument is based on FIBer detector of the SEDA-AP
on the ISS which utilizes 512 plastic scintillators, readout by multi-anode photo-multiplier tubes
(PMTs). To make the sensor applicable for microsatellite, we replaced multi-anode PMTs with
more compact Multi-Pixel Photo Counters (mPPCs). We have further added gamma-ray detection
function by putting GAGG((Gd3Al2Ga3O12; Ce); Ce) array at the bottom of the sensor. The size
and weight of the sensor would be 10 cm×10 cm×12 cm and 2 kg (see Table 2).

The neutron/gamma-ray sensor consists of three parts. One is plastic scintillator array (PSA)
with 16 layers of 16 plastic scintillator bars with a size of 64 mm×4 mm × 4mm for each. Signals
are readout from Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC) from both sides of each bar to determine the
1-dimensional position of bar. This PSA is utilized in elastic scattering for neutrons, and Compton
scattering in gamma-rays. The 2nd part is 12×12 GAGG(Ce) scintillator array (GSA) with 6mm
cubic for each crystal, readout by MPPCs. This GSA detects gamma-rays in photo-absorption, also
can detect thermal neutrons due to large cross-section of neutron capture for Gd. The third one
is anti-coincidence detector which consists oi 6 plastic scintillators which cover the whole PSA to
reject charged particles. In this configuration, our detector is sensitive to both 30–100 MeV neutrons
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and 100-3000 keV gamma-rays. In principle, it can also localize both neutrons and gamma-rays
using two elastic scattering events and Compton scattering+photo-absorption events, respectively.
An example of tracks for 100 MeV neutron and 1 MeV gamma-ray is shown if Figure 2. The results
are obtained from Geant-4 simulation [11].

Figure 1: (Left) 3U CubeSat Configuration (Solar paddles are removed). The neutron/gamma-ray detector
is put at the center of the sallite as shown by blue. (Right) Detector configuration, consisting of plastic
scntillator and GAGG(Ce) scintillator array. Neutrons can be detected by elastic scattering (shown by cyan),
while gamma-rays are detected by Compton scattering + photo-absorption (by red).

Table 2: Characteristics of the neutron/gamma-ray sensor.

Items Values
Detector Size 10×10×12 cm
Weight (kg) 2
Power (W) 4

Energy 30–100 MeV (neutrons), 100 keV–2 MeV (gamma-rays)
Plastic Scinti. 64 mm cubic (256 pcs), 4×4×64 mm for each
GAGG(Ce) 12×12 array, 6 mm cubic for each

Photo-sensor MPPC 3×3 mm2 (plastic)
4x4 array with 6×6 mm2 each (GAGG)

4. Results from Bread Board Model (BBM)

To confirm the sensor performance and establish ASIC readout system, we have constructed
Bread Board Model(BBM) of sensors and electronics. The BBM consists of plastic scintillator
array (PSA) with 4 layers (left panel of Figure 3) and ond GAGG scintillator array (GSA) with
4×4 array (left panel of Figure 5), and processing board with 4 Application Specified Integrated
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Figure 2: Geant-4 simulation results for an example of Neutron 100 MeV(Left) and Gamma-ray 1
MeV(Right). The upper two panel indicate X-Z and Y-Z plane of plastic scintillator array, and lower
panel indicate GAGG(Ce) 12×12 array.

Circuits(ASICs) and one Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA(. The bare chip of IDE3380
provided by IDEAS is packaged in a TQFP package with a size of 12 cm×12 cm.

First we have irradiate collimated gamma-rays to plastic scintillator bars to confirm 1-dimensional
(1D) position sensitivity of bars. The bar surface is roughened, and wrapped with thin Aluminum
Mylar. The 1D position along the bar is estimated from ratio of light outputs for each side of the
MPPCs, and its measure is log(𝐸1/𝐸2) where the 𝐸1/𝐸2 means light output ratio. Right panel
of Figure 3 shows relation between real position and its position measure, showing clear linear
correlation. The position resolution is found to be 2–3 mm at 1𝜎 for 662 keV Compton scattering
events below 478 keV. We also investigated tracking performance of cosmic-ray muons, and energy
deposits in bars follows the Landau distribution. The 478 keV Compton edge of 662 keV gamma-
rays is almost consistent with values estimated from peak of Landau distribution. To confirm the
energy resolution for protons, We have a plan of proton-irradiation beam tests for this array this fall.

We have also irradiated gamma-ray radiation source to GAGG(Ce) 4×4 array. The array is
composed of 16 polished crystals with 6 mm cubic, which are attached by glues including white
reflector based on BaSO4. The crystal size and location are matched to the MPPC 4×4 array.
When we take 16 channel data with ASIC, we found that there were two effects: Saturation in
MPPC pixels due to large light yield of GAGG(Ce) crystals and light leakage among adjacent
pixels due to incompleteness of individual pixel separation. The saturation effect is corrected by
1 − exp(−𝑄/𝑄max) where 𝑄 is the charge and 𝑄max is the maximum charge determied by pixel
number and scintillator decay time. The light leakage is corrected by a linear function between two
pixels (𝑖, 𝑗 where 𝑖, 𝑗=1,2,..16) for all 256 combinations. The resultant pixel correction is shown in
Figure 4. After the light leak correction, we can judge how many pixels are reacted clearly. The
Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) energy resolution for corrected one is about 6% at 662 keV
at 20 degree C (right panel of Figure 5), and is inversely proportional to square root of produced
charge (∝ 1/

√
𝑄) expected from statistical distribution of photo-electrons. This method can be
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Figure 3: (Left) Bread Board Model(BBM) of Plastic Scntillator Array with 16 bars × 4 layers. (Right)
Relation between real position of radiation source 137Cs and position measure log(E1/E2) where E1 and E2
are light outputs from each side of one bar.

applied for 12×12 array of the flight model. The performance of Compton camera combined plastic
and GAGG array is still under way.

Figure 4: (Left) Pixel distribution of sigle hit event in GAGG(Ce) 4×4 array. (Right)Two-hit events. Each
left figure indicates uncorrected light-leakage distribution, while right figure indicates corrected one. The
weak light leakage from bright pixels is diminished in right figure.

5. Conclusion

In order to realize high sensitive solar neutron observations, we are designing and developing
a 3U CubeSat SONGS planned for launch around 2024 at the next solar maximum. This is the
first CubeSat mission dedicated for solar neutron observations. The novel neutron/gamma-ray
detector onboard SONGS consists of plastic and GAGG(Ce) scntillator array readout by Silicon
photo-multipliers, and achieve very compact size, low power consumption, and light weight. We
are currently evaluating performance of breadboard model(BBM), and will construct flight model
in 2023. We are also considering to apply it to other motivation such as search for water resource
on the moon and neutron lifetime measurement in space.
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Figure 5: (Left) GAGG(Ce) Scntillator Array. (Right) Gamma-ray energy resolution as a function of charge.
The FWHM energy resolution at 662 keV is about 6 % for 20 degree C.
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